We study the effect of inflexible agents on two state opinion dynamics. The model operates via repeated local updates of random grouping of agents. While floater agents do eventually flip their opinion to follow the local majority, inflexible agents keep their opinion always unchanged. It is a quenched individual opinion. In the bare model (no inflexibles), a separator at 50% drives the dynamics towards either one of two pure attractors, each associated with a full polarization along one of the opinions. The initial majority wins. The existence of inflexibles for only one of the two opinions is found to shift the separator at a lower value than 50% in favor of that side. Moreover it creates an incompressible minority around the inflexibles, one of the pure attractors becoming a mixed phase attractor. In addition above a threshold of 17% inflexibles make their side sure of winning whatever the initial conditions are. The inflexible minority wins. An equal presence of inflexibles on both sides restores the balanced dynamics with again a separator at 50% and now two mixed phase attractors on each side. Nevertheless, beyond 25% the dynamics *
is reversed with a unique attractor at a fifty-fifty stable equilibrium. But a very small advantage in inflexibles results in a decisive lowering of the separator at the advantage of the corresponding opinion. A few percent advantage does guarantee to become majority with one single attractor. The model is solved exhaustedly for groups of size 3.
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Opinion dynamics has become a very active subject of research [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] in sociophysics [11, 10] . Most works consider two state models which lead to the disappearance of one of the two opinions. They use local updates in odd size groups which result in the initial majority victory. A unifying frame was shown to include most of these models [12] . Continuous extensions [13, 14] and three state models [15] have been also investigated.
However, including an inertia effect in even size local updates groups, the initial minority may win the competition spreading over the entire population. The inertia effect means that in an update even size group at a tie, the opinion which preserves the Status Quo is selected locally by all the group members [16, 17] . When an opinion represents a vote intention, the model allows to make successful prediction in real voting cases like for the 2005 french referendum [18] .
At contrast it is found that including contrarian behavior leads to the reversal of the dynamics with a stable equilibrium at exactly fifty-fifty whatever the initial conditions are. A contrarian is an agent who makes up its opinion by choosing the one minority opinion, either the local minority within its update group [19] or the global minority according to polls [20] . It was used to explain and predict the occurrence of a recent series of hung elections in democratic countries [19] .
In addition to contrarian behavior [19, 20, 21, 22] , another type of behavior is also quite current while dealing with real opinion dynamics, it is the inflexible attitude. At contrast to floater agents who do eventually flip their opinion to follow the local majority, inflexible agents keep their opinion always unchanged. The inflexible attitude is a quenched individual state. Surprisingly, it has not been studied so far. It is the subject of this article to investigate the inflexible effect on the associate opinion dynamics. To confront our results to any real situation requires to have an estimate of the various densities of inflexibles, which could be extracted in principle from appropriate polls. In the bare model, where no inflexible is present, denoting A and B the two competing opinions and p t the density of A at time t, the flow diagram of the dynamics is monitored by a separator at p c = 50%. it drives the dynamics towards either one of two pure attractors, p B = 0 where the A opinion has totally disappeared, and p A = 1 where the A opinion has totally invaded the whole population. It is shown in Fig. (1) . The initial majority always wins.
The existence of inflexibles for only one of the two opinions, for instance opinion A, is found to shift the separator at a lower value than 50% in favor of that side. Moreover it creates an incompressible minority around the inflexibles, one of the pure attractors, here p B , becoming a mixed phase attractor, where opinion B holds the majority but with a stable A minority, p B = 0 → p B,a = 0. See the upper part of Fig. (2) . In addition, increasing the one side inflexible density above some threshold (17% for update group of size 3) inflexibles make the separator and the mixed phase attractor to coalesce and thus cancel each other to both disappear. Their side becomes certain of winning whatever the initial conditions are. The inflexible minority wins as illustrated in the lower part of Fig. (2) .
However an equal presence of inflexibles on both sides is shown to restore the balanced dynamics with again the separator at p c = 50% and now two mixed phase attractors p B,a = 0 and p A,b = 1 on each side as seen in the upper part of Fig. (3) . Nevertheless, beyond 25% the dynamics is reversed with a unique attractor at a fifty-fifty stable equilibrium. See the lower part of Fig. (3) .
But again, a very small advantage in inflexibles results in a decisive lowering of the separator at the advantage of the corresponding opinion as shown in the upper part of Fig. (4) . In addition the lower part of Fig. (4) shows that a few percent advantage does grant the victory. One side inflexible at low density. In the upper part inflexibles shift the separator to a lower value than 50% at the advantage of their side. Moreover, the associated opinion never disappears but at minimum stabilizes at some stable minority value p B,a . The associated opinion can now invade the whole population even when it starts at an initial value lower than 50% within some appropriate range. The lower part shows that beyond 17% in the density of inflexibles, the separator and the mixed phase attractor have vansihed after they have coalesced. At any initial condition, the A wins and eventually invades the whole population. 
Figure 3: Equal presence of inflexibles on both sides. In the upper part the balanced dynamics is restored with the separator back at p c = 50%. Now two mixed phase attractors p B,a = 0 and p A,b = 1 are located on each side of the separator. Nevertheless, in the lower part, beyond 25% they both coalesce with the separator, which at once becomes the unique attractor. The dynamics is reversed with a coexistence of both opinions at a fifty-fifty stable equilibrium. We now solve analytically the problem for local update groups of size 3. Initial proportions at time t of both opinion are respectively p t and (1 − p t ) where each agent does have an opinion. On the A side, at any time the associated agents holder are divided among a fixed and constant proportion of inflexibles a, they always keep on opinion A, and a varying density of floaters p t − a. The floaters do shift opinion depending on their local update group composition. Similarly, on the opposite side B, the agent holder contains a fixed and constant proportion of inflexibles b with a density of (1
Dealing with densities we have the constraints 0
To make the notations more practical we introduce the difference in inflexible densities x to write a ≡ b + x with −b ≤ x ≤ 1−2b. The value of x may be negative to account for an advantage to the B opinion. A positive value corresponds to an advantage to A. The two external parameters of the problem are thus b and x.
Then at time t people are grouped randomly by three and a local majority rule is applied separately within each local group. At time t + 1 within each group all floaters who held the minority opinion do shift to the local majority one. However inflexibles do not shift their opinion. Dealing with three agents, the only subtle cases are the ones where 2 agents sharing the same opinion are against the third who holds the other one. In case it is a floater the minority agent joins the majority, otherwise being an inflexible, it does shift opinion and keeps the minority opinion. A detailed counting of all cases leads to write at time t + 1 for the new proportion of opinion A,
which simplifies to
After one update, all agents are reshuffled before undergoing a second redistribution among new random groups of three agents each. Now p t+1 plays the role of p t before, and a new density p t+2 is obtained. The process is repeated some number n of times leading to the density p t+n of agents sharing opinion A and 1 − p t+n of agents sharing opinion B. It is worth to stress that the respective proportions of inflexibles a and b are unchanged and independent of the value of n.
While the reshuffling frame has been viewed as belonging to a mean field treatment [5, 6, 7] , it has demonstrated to indeed create a new universality class [23] .
Before proceeding we review the bare model, i.e., no inflexible is present (a = b = 0) and all agents are floaters. From Eq. (2) one cycle of local opinion updates via three persons grouping leads to the new distribution of vote intention as,
whose dynamics is monitored by the unstable fixed point separator located at p c = 1 2
. It separates the respective basins of attraction of the two pure phase stable point attractors at p A = 1 and
as shown in Fig. (1) . The initial majority wins.
For instance starting at p t = 0.45 leads successively after 5 updates to the series p t+1 = 0.43, p t+2 = 0.39, p t+3 = 0.34, p t+4 = 0.26, p t+5 = 0.17 with a continuous decline in A support. Adding 3 more cycles would result in zero A support with p t+6 = 0.08, p t+7 = 0.02 and p t+8 = 0.00. Given any initial distribution of opinions, the random local opinion update leads toward a total polarization of the collective opinion. Individual and collective opinions stabilize simultaneously along the same and unique vote intention either A or B.
The update cycle number to reach either one of the two stable attractors can be evaluated from Eq. (2). It depends on the distance of the initial densities from the unstable point attractor. However, every update cycle takes some time length, which may correspond in real terms to some number of days. Therefore, in practical terms the required time to eventually complete the polarization process is much larger than any public debate duration, thus preventing it to occur. Accordingly, associate elections never take place at the stable attractors. From the above example at p t = 0.45, two cycles yield a result of 39% in favor of A and 61% in favor of B. One additional update cycle makes 34% in favor of A and 66% in favor of B.
We can now insert the existence of inflexibles. To grasp fully its social meaning we will introduce it in several steps. For the first one, inflexibles are present only on one side, say A. We thus have b = 0 which yields a = x. Eq. (2) becomes
Solving the associated fixed point Equation p t+1 = p t yields the three solutions p B,a = 1
and p A = 1 to be compared to the bare results (x = 0) p B = 0, p c = 1 2 and p A = 1. While p B , and p c have been shifted toward one another, p A stayed unchanged as in the upper part of Fig. (2) .
From above expressions an increase in x gets closer the attractor p B,a and the separator p c before they coalesce at x c = 3 − 2 √ 2 ≈ 0.17, and there disappear as seen in Fig. (5) . The attractor p A stays independent of x. Therefore for x > 0.17 the unique fixed point of the dynamics is the attractor p A = 1. Any initial support in A leads to its victory. Fig. (6) shows the variation of p t+1 as a function of p t for these two regimes. It is worth to note that in the second regime the dynamics of the winning inflexible minority is slowed down in some window of support before it starts to increase at a speedy path. In terms of real time durations, a number of 15 updates may imply many months. Fig. (7) shows two initial supports p t = 0.20 and p t = 0.52 for respectively x = 0 and x = 0.20. The differences in the associated dynamics are drastic.
We note that setting x = −b defines the symmetric situation with inflexibles only on side B. We then have a = 0 and b for the respective densities of inflexibles. Above results then apply to the B opinion with the variable b playing the role of x. At this point to have inflexibles on its side appears to be a decisive step towards leading the opinion competition. Accordingly both opinions are expected to have inflexibles. in case of a symmetric presence of inflexibles on both sides with x = 0 and b = 0, i.e., a = b = 0. In addition, since the total density of both side inflexibles is 2b, the variable b must obeys b ≤ whose fixed points are
and p c = . The symmetry restoring has put back the separator at , which at once becomes an attractor and the unique fixed point of the dynamics. Any initial condition leads to a hung equilibrium with an identical support of 50% for both opinions. The topology of the fixed points as a function of the common density b of both side inflexibles is shown in Fig. (8) . It is rather different from the one sided inflexibles of Fig. (5) .
The variation of p t+1 as a function of p t is shown in Fig. (9) for the two regimes b < 1 4 and b > 1 4 . It is worth to notice that the presence of contrarians leads to the same scenario [19] . However, the bare mechanism and its psycho-sociological meaning are quite different. In addition, while 17% of contrarians are necessary to reverse the dynamics, 2 × 25% = 50% of infexibles are needed to accomplish the same reversal. A throrough study of the combined effect of simultaneous contrarians and inflexibles is under investigation [24] . Nevertheless, it is shown below that this similarity holds only for the case of equal densities of inflexibles for each opinion.
It is certainly realistic to consider inflexibles on both sides, but the symmetric hypothesis is peculiar. To account for the numerous situations, which exhibit different densities of inflexibles, we now study the effect of a discrepancy in a and b. It is thus the general form of Eq. (2) which has to be solved to determine its associated fixed points. It yields the cubic Equation . The solution depends on the sign of the discriminant
Being interested in the nature of the associated dynamics what matters is the number of real roots. Their respective formulations being rather anesthetic formulas in b and x, we do not explicit them. But we note that for D < 0 there exists three distinct real solutions, for D = 0 there are three real solutions of which at least two are equal, and for D > 0 there are one single real root and two imaginary roots. It is worth to emphasize that the initial value p t = 0.46 < p c leads to the victory of the B opinion since it starts below the separator located at p c = 0.47. By symmetry, a negative value x = −0.02 with the initial value p t = 0.52 yields the advantage to opinion B which wins the majority with the same above dynamics.
(ii) Furthermore, given b and increasing x > 0 results in a continuous shrinking of the distance between the separator p c and the mixed phase attractor p B,a . At some threshold value x c both fixed points coalesce. We are then in the second case with two real solutions whose one is double (D = 0). At reverse, for x < 0 it is p c and p A,b which coalesce at x = −x c . Above choice b = 0.15 yields x c = 0.055. It thus appear to be of a central importance to determine the value of x c given the value of b. Once the associated opinion reached a surplus of inflexibles x c it eventually wins the election with certainty. To achieve this goal, we need to solve the Equation D = 0 as a function of the variable x, b being a fixed parameter, where D is given by Eq. (11). Performing a Taylor expansion of Eq. (11) in power of x at order 2 leads to the solutions while for the negative value x c2 it is the range 3 − 2
. In the region x c2 < x < x c1 , D < 0 which yields a separator and two attractors. At odd, outside this closed area and with −b < x < 1 − 2b, we have D < 0 with one single attractor. The case x > 0 guarantees the A victory while x < 0 grants the B victory. The various domains are shown in Fig (12) . It appears that D > 0 for b > 1 4 . A positive x yields a A victory while a negative x a B victory. The three fixed points coalesce at the unique set b = 1 4 , x = 0. We have singled out the effect of inflexible choices on the democratic opinion forming. An inflexible being an agent who always sticks to its opin- Within the accessible area, the left grey area corresponds to region where D < 0, and the dynamics is monitored by a separator and two attractors with x c2 < x < x c1 where x c2 ≤ 0 and x c ≥ 0. Outside this closed area, the dynamics is driven by a single attractor.
ion without any shift. At low and equal densities, they prevent the trend towards a total polarization of floaters along one unique opinion. The opinion dynamics is found to lead to a mixed phase attractor with a clear cut majority-minority splitting. Below 25% of equal density inflexibles for both opinions, the initial majority opinion wins the public debate. At contrast, beyond 25% the dynamics is reversed and converge towards a fifty-fifty attractor. Therefore an equal density of inflexibles produces effects which can also be achieved by sufficiently low densities of contrarians [19] . However, even a very small asymmetry in the respective inflexibles densities upsets the balanced character of above results. At a very low difference, the main effect is to shift the separator from fifty percent to a lower value at the advantage of the larger inflexible opinion. It also increases its incompressible minority support. Moreover, an excess in inflexibles beyond some small threshold x c , which depends on b, grants the victory to the beneficiary opinion. In this regime there exists only one single attractor, which drives the corresponding opinion to an overwhelming majority. Nevertheless it is worth to emphasize that the associated dynamics may become rather slow. Fig (12) sums up our results. it allows to determine which strategy is best for a given opinion to win the public debate competition. It appears that the decisive goal should be to get a lead, even small, in the respective inflexible densities. It immediately produces the substantial advantage to lower the separator from 50%. A larger difference in inflexibles, whose amplitude varies as a function of the other opinion support, guarantees the winning of the campaign, and eventually the follow up election.
On this basis we plan to extend our study to larger size update groups. We also plan to combine both effects of contrarians and inflexibles to study the dynamics of floaters [24] .
